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DSS Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Guidelines
● We will not speak for others, and we will not ask someone else to speak for others.

● We will practice active listening and listen more than we individually speak, paying 

attention to how much space we take up in the room (or virtual room).

● We value everyone’s voice and encourage everyone to speak up.

● We will not become defensive when someone shares the effect our communication has 

on them.

● We will respect people’s names and gender pronouns.

● We will give credit where credit is due.

● We are open to social media use in DSS interactions, but we will ask before mentioning 

others in the room or sharing photographs, and we will respect people’s decisions.



A story in three parts . . .

I. Project origins

II. Project progression

III. Lessons learned so far

tony blake, CC0, via Wikimedia Commons



I: Project Origins





UH Libraries’ Sponsored Projects Program

Lacking foundational elements and conditions to sustain what 

is funded and produced in partnership with the Libraries



Uh-oh. . .
Main challenges faced:

● Organizational rigidity: existing teams, workflows, and cultural norms did 

not allow for cross-domain collaboration in research support

● Cultural skepticism: living digital research not seen in the same way as 

other research materials that get accessioned, preserved in the Libraries

What is our library’s relationship to the research we’re 

co-creating? And how can our organization self-organize to meet 

the demands of that relationship?



At the professional level . . .



Inspiration for practical application . . .

In order to sustain a relationship with 

the research we help create, we have to 

shift our relationship with technology 

infrastructure and with one another 

interdepartmentally



II: Project progression



Taylor (Digital Research Services)

Reid (Digital Research Services - formerly Liaison Services)

Claude Willan, Director of Digital Humanities Services (Digital Research Services)

Anne Washington, Coordinator of Metadata Services (Metadata & Digitization)

Bethany Scott, Coordinator of Digital Projects (Special Collections)

Sean Watkins, Lead Repository Developer (Library Technical Services)

Our project team



Facing a puzzle
Main challenges:

● Navigating cultural rigidity & skepticism 

● Framing the work for supervisors

● Getting buy-in from colleagues, lacking an 

“acceptable” path or way to start the work

Greg Schechter from San Francisco, USA, CC BY 2.0, via 
Wikimedia Commons

Do it first, beg forgiveness later. . .

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0


Starting with what we knew . . . and learning it wasn’t near enough

● Containerization “primer” 

One-pager that collected our thoughts, defined 

concepts, articulated connections to traditional 

library mission/responsibilities

● Container specs & landscape review

Understanding what services are offered at other 

libraries, and who is offering services

http://www.thoseamazinganimals.com/cops-find-skunk-with-cup-
stuck-on-head-see-what-happened-next/



Needed: a tangible, accessible use case . . . and its developer

● Learning about BC DAMS

● Drafting a summary of 

actions to bring in Lead 

Developer

Adding interdisciplinary 

expertise to the team 

complicated our mission in the 

way we needed it to.



Situating the team in the library and claiming its stake

Summary and pilot proposal for 

library stakeholders:

● Communication with our 

supervisors

● Careful crafting

● Learning our shared history 



Applying a flavor of Agile development

● Created structured goals, roles, 

and responsibilities

● Technological development and 

week-to-week tasks

● Built-in flexibility and ongoing 

evaluation

● Collective, consistent shaping



Creating and maintaining shared spaces

● Adopting ways of capturing and 

organizing our sense-making 

● Critical for iterative design and 

sustaining one another’s 

engagement over time



Vision board



Product backlog



Systems of record document
● Currently available systems and features table

● Currently unavailable, but potentially useful systems table

● Pros and cons for each system

● Long-term sustainability concerns for each system

● Policy considerations

● Location of glossary



Glossaries (we actually have several)



Future use cases, human and technical



Bringing researchers to the table

● Protecting the project against insularity and bad assumptions

● Technical and functional requirements of their outputs

● Researcher roles in future stewardship of their projects

● Application of this service to grant support

It is essential that we consistently check our own assumptions, 

often by engaging researchers and asking them questions.



Back at the professional level...
● Ground up vs. committee down

● Skunk works model of service development

● Building in isolation

● Direct involvement of researchers: constant reframing towards 

co-creating research services

The committee-down structure tends to uphold a process of service 

development in isolation from the communities they are meant to 

support.



III: Lessons learned so far



Researcher involvement is a keystone to understanding 
institutional context
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● Shifting nature of  

researchers’ realities

● Co-creating services echoes 

co-creation of research 

● Gaining a holistic picture 

of shared issues on campus

https://www.flickr.com/photos/patchtok/


An iterative approach to campus silo-busting

Dave Sizer CC BY 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/aphid00/


Research service development depends on concerted technological 
development

The human and technological infrastructure aspects of 

research service development cannot be pursued separately 

● Thinking of research services as solely 

skills-based limits their potential

● Ongoing relationships need a more 

integrated model for conversation 



Experimentation and failure in the library is a good thing!



This example of supporting digital research outputs is just one 
touchpoint

● Change is difficult

● Leverage opportunities to question how we organize and 

how we think through problems

● Our continued process is an indicator of success



Thank you!
Shared Materials Referenced

● Container Primer

● Specs Spreadsheet

● Landscape Review

● Summary Overview - for Lead Developer

● Summary and Pilot proposal for Library Stakeholders 

oswaldo, CC BY 2.0, via Wikimedia Commons

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CvFLa8Rt3ivgf8VR5uUla327rGk-KI4H2f2cbAed7Jk
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Hsmo91VgH4PIcs63F_1x10Ak6l2m4dq0LFy-XuLrVuQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Hsmo91VgH4PIcs63F_1x10Ak6l2m4dq0LFy-XuLrVuQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cDBk2kce2bxDakKfnVtsYYndRxHTBC9bdRl6BEcHgS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HSA7T8EcGxvt7QYUpshei6wEneguZyuCTfgxg60yEr8/edit?usp=sharing
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0

